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Abstract

Although it carried out in real number 1, There is a divergence between Plot and Parametric plot.


**discussion**

There is a divergence between plot and parametric plot.

I investigated variously, but this phenomenon was seen only at the real number 1. It is unclear what this means.
plot [{Re[zeta[1+it]], im[zeta[1+ it]]}, {t, -10, 10}]

Plot:

Parametric plot:
Plot: \[
\text{Parametric plot}
\]

\[\text{plot } \{\text{Re}[\zeta[1+it]], \text{Im}[\zeta[1+it]], \{t, -5, 5\}\}\]

- \text{Re}(\zeta(it+1))
- \text{Im}(\zeta(it+1))

\[(t \text{ from } -5 \text{ to } 5)\]
plot {Re[zeta[1+it]], Im[zeta[1+it]]}, {t, -2, 2}

Plot:

Parametric plot:

(t from -2 to 2)
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